Age differences in specific neural connections within the Default Mode Network underlie theory of mind
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A B S T R A C T

Theory of mind (i.e., the ability to infer others’ mental states) – a fundamental social cognitive ability – declines with increasing age. Prior investigations have focused on identifying task-evoked differences in neural activation that underlie these performance declines. However, these declines could also be related to dysregulation of the baseline, or ‘intrinsic’, functional connectivity of the brain. If so, age differences in intrinsic connectivity may provide novel insight into the mechanisms that contribute to poorer theory of mind in older adults. To examine this possibility, we assessed younger and older adults’ theory of mind while they underwent task-based fMRI, as well as the intrinsic functional connectivity measured during resting-state within the (task-defined) theory of mind network. Older adults exhibited poorer theory of mind behavioral performance and weaker intrinsic connectivity within this network compared to younger adults. Intrinsic connectivity between the right temporoparietal junction and the right temporal pole mediated age differences in theory of mind. Specifically, older adults had weaker intrinsic connectivity between right temporoparietal junction and right temporal pole that explained their poorer theory of mind behavioral performance. These findings broaden our understanding of aging and social cognition and reveal more specific mechanisms of how aging impacts theory of mind.

Social interactions are a fundamental human need (Baumeister and Leary, 1995). An inability to develop and maintain social relationships has myriad negative repercussions, including increased loneliness (Bailey et al., 2008; Cacioppo et al., 2014). Loneliness is particularly prevalent among older adults (OA; individuals over the age of 60), and is associated with pernicious outcomes (Perissinotto et al., 2012). For example, OA who experience loneliness have higher mortality rates (Luo et al., 2012), poorer mental and physical health (Cornwell and Waite, 2009), and increased stress (Adam et al., 2006). Loneliness may also exacerbate cognitive decline in pathological aging (e.g., Alzheimer’s disease). For example, one longitudinal study on aging found that more loneliness among OA was associated with both increased risk for developing Alzheimer’s disease and greater cognitive decline (Wilson et al., 2007). One reason why OA might be especially susceptible to loneliness and its negative outcomes is that healthy and pathological aging are associated with declines in the basic social cognitive functions (e.g., understanding others’ mental states) that allow OA to develop and maintain social relationships (Bora et al., 2015; Moran, 2013). Despite these well-documented findings, relatively few neuroimaging studies have attempted to elucidate the mechanisms underlying age differences in social cognition (but see Castle et al., 2012; Moran et al., 2012). The goal of the current work was to provide novel insight into a mechanism for age deficits in a fundamental social cognitive ability: theory of mind (i.e., understanding others’ mental states; Frith and Frith, 2001; Premack and Woodruff, 1978).

Extant work examining the mechanisms underlying age deficits in social cognition has focused on identifying the brain regions that are differentially engaged by younger adults (YA; 18–35 years old) and OA when they perform specific social cognitive tasks. While this work has been important for identifying the specific brain regions that are impacted by age, it rests on the assumption that age deficits in social cognition stem from differences in the extent to which certain brain regions are engaged during social cognitive tasks. However, an alternate possibility is that aging may also disrupt how brain regions communicate even when no explicit tasks are being performed (i.e., at a baseline state of the brain). This question has the important theoretical contribution
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that it will provide insight into the previously observed age differences in task-evoked neural activation by raising the possibility that these differences could be due, at least in part, to baseline dysfunction in brain connectivity. Baseline communication between brain regions can be quantified by measuring intrinsic functional connectivity, which is the co-activation between pairs of brain regions or brain networks during resting-state (i.e., when participants are engaged in undirected thought; Greicius et al., 2003; Meindl et al., 2009). Resting-state is proposed to reflect a baseline state of the brain because the patterns of intrinsic connectivity at rest are highly present across a variety of brain states (Cole et al., 2014). Because intrinsic connectivity is related to task-evoked activations (Cole et al., 2016), examining whether age differences in intrinsic connectivity predict age deficits in theory of mind is a natural extension of prior work that has characterized age differences in task-evoked brain activation (Moran et al., 2012).

Several studies have demonstrated that aging is associated with weaker intrinsic connectivity within numerous resting-state brain networks, notably the Default Mode Network (DMN; Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007; Bertolero, Yeo, & D’Esposito, 2015; Campbell et al., 2013; D’Esposito, 2015; Damoiseaux et al., 2006; Greicius et al., 2003; Meunier et al., 2009; Onoda and Yamaguchi, 2013). The DMN is notable because its weaker intrinsic connectivity in healthy and, to a greater extent, pathological aging may be related to the susceptibility of regions within this network to exhibit amyloid-β deposition associated with Alzheimer’s disease (Hafemeijer, van der Grond and Rombouts, 2012). Weaker intrinsic connectivity may reflect relative dysfunction because cohesive networks – that is, networks with strong internal connectivity that are only weakly connected to other networks – are a hallmark feature of the underlying functional architecture of the brain (Sporns and Betzel, 2016). Because distinct networks support different cognitive functions (Stevens and Spreng, 2014), stronger intrinsic connectivity within particular brain networks is associated with their better functional specialization (Bertolero et al., 2015). For example, weaker connectivity within major brain networks predicted several age deficits in cognition (e.g., executive function, processing speed, and working memory; Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007; Damoiseaux et al., 2006; Hampson et al., 2006; for a review, see Ferreira and Busatto, 2013).

The current work focused on the within-network connectivity of the DMN. We chose to focus on the DMN because it was the most theoretically-relevant candidate network for this investigation given that it has a common neural basis with social cognition and, in particular, theory of mind (Mars et al., 2012; Schilbach et al., 2008; Spreng and Grady, 2010). Specifically, the DMN includes the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), precuneus, bilateral TPJ, and bilateral temporal poles (TP), which have all been shown to play prominent roles in theory of mind (Molenberghs et al., 2016; Moran et al., 2012; Schurz et al., 2014). If age deficits in theory of mind are related, at least in part, to weakened intrinsic connectivity then age differences should emerge within the DMN. Thus, the first goal of this work was to examine whether age-related declines in theory of mind arise because of OA’s overall weaker intrinsic connectivity in the DMN.

Because brain networks are complex (Sporns, 2013), the intrinsic connectivity of resting-state networks can be described at multiple levels. Network neuroscience is an integrative approach to describe networks of the brain and their components, such as brain regions (nodes) and connections between regions (edges; Sporns, 2013). Edges are commonly quantified by the correlation (i.e., functional connectivity) in brain activity between two nodes at rest. Much work on how aging affects intrinsic connectivity has examined relatively global network connectivity (i.e., networks comprising many brain regions and thus edges). Yet, aging may affect some specific edges within networks more than others. Supporting this possibility, OA versus YA have weaker intrinsic connectivity of a DMN subsystem including right temporoparietal junction (rTPJ), but not weaker connectivity within a DMN subsystem including medial temporal lobe structures (Campbell et al., 2013). Further supporting this possibility, the connectivity of only certain edges within the DMN affects cognition (e.g., recall and prospection; Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010). Together, these findings suggest that beyond effects of global network function, edges within networks may specifically predict age differences in cognition. Thus, the second goal of this work was to examine how multiple levels of intrinsic connectivity relate to age differences in social cognition.

To address these goals in the current work, we examined whether the intrinsic connectivity of the DMN or more specific components of the DMN related to age differences in theory of mind. YA and OA completed a resting-state scan and a task-based scan widely used to localize brain regions involved in theory of mind (Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003; Zeitlchik, 1990). Although the task-evoked neural activations related to theory of mind are known (Molenberghs et al., 2016; Schurz et al., 2014), the critical benefit of using the localizer was that we were able to define in the same subjects the specific network of regions and edges between them involved in theory of mind. That is, we were able to examine age differences in intrinsic connectivity at three levels: the DMN overall, the task-defined theory of mind network nested within the DMN, and the edges within the task-defined theory of mind network. Moreover, we were then able to use participants’ behavioral performance on the localizer task to elucidate at what level of the network would emergent age differences in connectivity predict the target behavior. In sum, investigating age differences in intrinsic connectivity at multiple levels of the DMN that predict theory of mind is a well-suited context for the two goals of the study.

We expected to replicate two principal findings from the literature. First, we expected OA would have poorer theory of mind compared to YA. Second, we expected the intrinsic connectivity within the DMN to be weaker in OA than YA. Replicating these finding would lay the groundwork for a novel examination of how intrinsic connectivity relates to age differences in theory of mind. If overall intrinsic connectivity of the DMN (Hypothesis 1A) or theory of mind network (Hypothesis 1B) predicts theory of mind, we expected weaker connectivity in OA versus YA to relate to poorer theory of mind behavioral performance. However, if the intrinsic connectivity of specific edges isolated from the localizer predicts theory of mind, we expected weaker connectivity in those specific edges in OA versus YA to relate to poorer theory of mind (Hypothesis 1C).

1. Method

1.1. Participants

Forty young adults (YA; 18–33 years old, 25 female, M_age = 21.58, SD = 2.81; years of education: M = 21.58, SD = 2.81) and 35 older adults (OA; 61–86 years old, 22 female, M_age = 16.96, SD = 2.19; years of education: M = 15.24, SD = 1.88) who were right-handed, White, not Hispanic, and had no recent history of neurological problems gave informed consent to participate. We recruited YA from Indiana University in Bloomington and OA from the Bloomington, Indiana community via newspaper and electronic advertisements. The study was approved by the Indiana University Institutional Review Board. Relative to YA, OA had lower executive function on a shortened version of the operation span task (Oswald et al., 2015; for the predictive ability of the operation span task for executive function, see Engle, 2002), higher vocabulary scores (Shipley, 1986), and slower processing speed (Hedden et al., 2002). Neither OA nor YA were cognitively impaired, as evidenced by a score of 26 or higher on the Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975). See Supplementary Table 1 for descriptive and inferential statistics.

1.2. Behavioral testing session

Participants completed the study in the lab across two testing sessions that were approximately one week apart. The first testing session was a behavioral testing session that lasted approximately 2 h. During this session, participants completed initial screening for eligibility to undergo
MRI, measures of cognitive function (e.g., the MMSE, short operation span task), and other behavioral measures unrelated to the current research.

1.3. MRI testing session

The second testing session was conducted approximately one week following the behavioral testing session. During this session, participants underwent MRI for approximately 1 h. Relevant here, participants completed a 15-min resting-state scan and a theory of mind localizer task. Two unrelated tasks were also administered during session in a counterbalanced order with the theory of mind localizer. The resting-state scan was conducted before all task-based scans.

Theory of mind localizer. To localize brain regions involved in theory of mind, participants completed the false belief task (Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003; Zaitchik, 1990), which has been used in past aging-related neuroimaging work (Moran et al., 2012). During this task, participants responded if statements about stories referring to either a person’s beliefs (false belief condition) or to physical representations (false photo condition) were true or false. Both conditions required that participants make an inference. However, only the false belief condition required an inference about another person’s mental state (i.e., theory of mind). For example, the story “When Lisa left Jacob, he was deep asleep on the beach. A few minutes later, a wave woke him. Seeing Lisa was gone, Jacob decided to go swimming” followed by the statement “Lisa now believes that Jacob is sleeping” was a false belief trial. In contrast, the story “When the picture was taken of the house, it was one story tall. Since then, the renovators added an additional story and a garage” followed by the statement “In the picture, the house is two stories tall and has a garage” was a false photo trial.

Twelve stories of each trial type were presented across two runs lasting 5 min and 28 s each, with six of each trial type in each run. The order of false belief and false photo trials was determined via a random number generator. Run order was counterbalanced between participants. Each trial began with a story presented for 10 s. The story was followed by a variable delay of 0–6 s in the form of a fixation cross at the centre of the display. Finally, a statement that was true or false was presented for 6 s. In each run, there were three 0 s delays, three 2 s delays, three 4 s delays, and three 6 s delays ($M_{\text{delay}} = 3 s$, $SD = 2.34$), with 8 s of fixation at the beginning of the run and 10 s of fixation at the end, for a total of 128 s of fixation and 192 s of stimulus presentation. Four dummy scans were included at the start of each run to allow for stabilization of the scanner. Dummy scans were excluded from analyses.

Resting-state scan. Resting-state functional data was collected over one run that lasted 15 min and took place prior to the anatomical and task-based scans. The duration of this scan was determined based on work showing that it produced reliable estimates of functional connectivity within and across participants (Shah et al., 2016). Participants were instructed to remain still, stay awake, and keep their eyes open. No stimuli were presented during this scan, and the projector was off.

1.4. Data acquisition and analysis

Whole-brain imaging was performed on a Siemens 3.0T Prisma MRI Scanner using a 20-channel phase arrayed head coil at the Indiana University Imaging Research Facility in Bloomington, Indiana. Stimuli were presented using a back projector (Sony WUXGA VPL-FH30) and behavioral data were collected on a Dell laptop running Windows 7. The scanner was synced to the data collection equipment via scanner TTL. Anatomical images were acquired with a high-resolution 3-D magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo sequence (sagittal orientation; 160 slices, $TE = 2.7ms$, $TR = 1800 ms$, $TI = 900 ms$, flip angle = $9^{\circ}$, 1.0 mm isotropic voxels; with no fat suppression).

Theory of mind localizer. Functional theory of mind localizer images were collected over two runs of 160 time points each (320 total). Functional scans were collected using an echo-planar image (EPI) sequence sensitive to blood oxygen level dependent contrast (T2*; 54 slices with 2.2 mm thickness and no gap, $TE = 30 ms$, $TR = 2000 ms$, flip angle = $52^{\circ}$, FOV = 242 mm, in-plane matrix size = $110 \times 110$, A/P phase encoding direction). Slices were collected in an interleaved order (multi-band acceleration factor = 2). These slices provided partial-brain coverage (i.e., the entire cortex with partial cerebellum, but not brainstem). At the beginning of each functional run, the scanner acquired and discarded four dummy scans.

Preprocessing of functional data was conducted in SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK; www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Images were realigned to correct for motion, normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template, and smoothed using an 8 mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian kernel. We used a larger smoothing kernel (8 mm) that is typical for aging samples in IMRI research to address potential biases associated with spatial registration to a template across age groups (Cassidy et al., 2016; Castle et al., 2012; Kendi et al., 2016; Zebrowitz et al., 2016, 2018). Data were resampled to 3 mm-isotropic voxels. Within each trial, the story preceded a statement that participants judged to be true or false. We thus examined the neural response to the story and statement separately, and chose to focus on the neural response during the statement because that was period during the trial when the behavioral choice was made. A general linear model with four conditions (Story/False belief, Story/False photo, Statement/False belief, Statement/False photo) and covariates of no interest (a session mean, a linear trend, and six movement parameters derived from realignment corrections) computed parameter estimates (β) and t-contrast images (containing weighted parameter estimates) for each comparison at each voxel and for each participant. We localized neural activity by examining a main effect of Statement from a 2 (Age: YA, OA) $\times 2$ (Statement: false belief, false photo) whole-brain ANOVA. The whole-brain ANOVA was conducted using an alpha level of $p < .05$ corrected for multiple comparisons (controlling family-wise error rate; FWE-correction, $k = 20$). The main effect of Statement yielded activations consistent with past work on theory of mind (e.g., TPJ, mPFC; see Supplementary Table 2 for a complete list of activations). Activations were verified to be specific to theory of mind by examining the Statement/False belief > Statement/False photo t-contrast (see Supplementary Table 3).

Resting-state preprocessing. Resting-state images were collected over one run of 450 time points (15 min) using the same scan parameters as the theory of mind localizer. No dummy scans were acquired. Using SPM12, images were realigned to correct for motion, slice-time corrected, normalized to the MNI template, and smoothed using an 8 mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian kernel.

Connectivity matrix generation. The resting-state preprocessed data were then submitted to the CONN functional connectivity toolbox (Whitfield-Gabrieli and Nieto-Castanon, 2012) to test for motion artifacts and create resting-state connectivity matrices for each participant. The resting-state scans were analyzed using custom artifact detection software (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact_detect) on a participant-by-participant basis to detect outlier time points. Volumes were excluded if the signal for that time point fell three standard deviations outside the mean global signal for the entire run or if the scan-to-scan head motion exceeded .5 mm in any direction. Outlier time points were excluded from analysis via the use of participant-specific regressors of no interest. Other nuisance regressors included motion regressors from realignment, white matter, CSF, and other variables of no interest using a PCA-based approach as described by Whitfield-Gabrieli and Nieto-Castanon (2012). It is typical in aging studies to find greater motion for OA than YA; indeed, OA ($M = 60.74$, $SD = 63.31$) had more outlier scans compared to YA ($M = 31.85$, $SD = 20.56$), $t(73) = 2.73$, $p = .008$, $d = 0.63$. When removing these outlier scans, OA retained an average of 12.98 min ($SD = 2.11$; approximately 87% of the total 15 min) and YA retained an average of 13.94 min ($SD = 0.69$; approximately 93% of the total 15 min) of resting-state data. Although OA had more outlier scans, prior work has indicated that stable correlations can be computed
from resting-state functional scans using approximately 5 min of data remaining after common data cleaning practices (Power et al., 2014; Van Dijk et al., 2010). Because all participants met this threshold, no participants were excluded from analyses based on the quantity of outliers. The residual time series was band-pass filtered in the 0.008-0.08 Hz range.

Whole-brain functional connectivity matrices were then calculated across the time series using Fisher’s z coefficients between 114 cortical regions of interest (ROIs) isolated using the Yeo 17 network split-label parcellation based on the MINI template (Yeo et al., 2011) used in prior aging research (Cao et al., 2014), and an additional 14 subcortical ROIs isolated using the maximum likelihood subcortical FSL Harvard-Oxford Atlas (Desikan et al., 2006). The values were subsequently transformed from Fisher’s z to Pearson’s r correlation coefficients for ease of interpretation. In sum, this procedure generated a matrix of correlations between all pairs of nodes (i.e., edges) in the parcellation (128 × 128 nodes) for each participant. The subject-specific connectivity matrices were the data from which we derived the connectivity of the DMN overall and the connectivity of the specific edges related to theory of mind using the methods described below.

**DMN connectivity – modularity calculation.** To reflect network-level connectivity, we calculated a network-specific modularity index of the DMN (QDMN) for each subject (for similar approaches, see Baum et al., 2017; Betzel et al., 2014). The modularity of the DMN reflects the extent to which it is strongly internally connected to itself and weakly externally connected to the other resting-state networks. Because negative correlations are difficult to interpret in this context (for a discussion, see Rubino and Sporns, 2010), we thresholded negative edges at zero to examine only positive edges. Specifically, we calculated modularity as the sum of the edges within the DMN (i.e., the correlations between pairs of DMN nodes) divided by the sum of all edges in the network (i.e., external connections such as the correlations between pairs of DMN nodes with nodes from other networks, and between pairs of nodes from other networks).

**Theory of mind network construction and modularity calculation.** We used the theory of mind localizer to determine the network of brain regions that were involved when engaging in theory of mind. From the localizer, we defined the main effect by the theory of mind contrast (false belief > false photo) collapsed across age (see Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). We registered the peak coordinates to the resting-state parcellation, which resulted in eight unique nodes belonging to the DMN as defined by Yeos et al. (2011); see Fig. 3A). Cerebellum peaks were excluded because the functional images provided only partial coverage of the cerebellum. We then calculated, following the procedure for the DMN, the network-specific modularity of the theory of mind network (QTMN).

**Theory of mind edgewise analysis.** The connectivity between specific nodes (edgewise connectivity) may have also yielded age differences related to theory of mind. We were interested in edges between nodes that were specifically implicated in theory of mind. For this analysis, we subset the 8 × 8 matrix reflecting the connectivity for the edge between each pair of these nodes associated with theory of mind from each participant’s complete connectivity matrix. To assess age differences, we conducted a t-test between OA and YA at each edge. Then, to create a null distribution of age differences attributed to chance, YA and OA were randomly assigned to one of two groups while preserving group sizes (N1 = 35, N2 = 40) across 10,000 iterations. We conducted t-tests between the random groups for each iteration. We calculated the probability (p-value) that the t-value from the observed age group comparison was more extreme than in the randomized group permutations. Finally, we accounted for multiple comparisons across the eight nodes using a Bonferroni correction with alpha (p = .05), resulting in a Bonferroni-corrected p-value of .0014.

2. Results

2.1. Establishing age differences in theory of mind

The false belief task used here to measure theory of mind (Moran et al., 2012; Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003; Zaitchik, 1990) included two conditions: a mental inference condition requiring theory of mind (false belief condition) and a physical inference condition that did not require theory of mind (false photo condition). People are typically more accurate at false belief versus false photo inferences (Wang and Su, 2013; Zaitchik, 1990). Thus, the extent to which people engage in theory of mind (false belief condition) beyond their general ability to make inferences (false photo condition) represents better theory of mind performance. In past work, YA had better theory of mind performance because they were more accurate on false belief trials than false photo trials while OA were not. This yielded a significant, moderate effect of age group on theory of mind performance (Cohen’s d = 0.57; Moran et al., 2012). In the current work, to quantify theory of mind performance for each participant in all analyses, we thus subtracted percent accuracy in the false photo condition from percent accuracy in the false belief condition. Although the age difference did not meet traditional criteria for statistical significance (MYA = 0.01, SD = 0.13; MYA = 0.07, S = 0.12; t(73) = 1.80, p = .08, d = 0.48, 95% CI [0.02, 0.94]; see Supplementary Fig. 1), the direction and size of the effect was consistent with past work showing relatively poorer theory of mind in older adults (d = 0.57; Moran et al., 2012; Moran, 2013).

2.2. Age differences in intrinsic connectivity

We expected that the overall connectivity of the DMN (Hypothesis 1A) or theory network (Hypothesis 1B) or more specific edgewise connectivity in the theory of mind network (Hypothesis 1C) would relate to age differences in theory of mind. To address these possibilities, we first examined the extent of age differences in overall DMN connectivity, the overall connectivity of the specific network of brain regions in the DMN isolated from the theory of mind localizer, and the connectivity within specific edges of that theory of mind network. We then tested whether the intrinsic connectivity at each level of the network predicted age differences in theory of mind performance.

**Hypothesis 1A. DMN connectivity mediates age differences in theory of mind.** To characterize the intrinsic connectivity of the DMN, we calculated a network-specific modularity index (Q) for each participant, given a predefined network structure (Yeo et al., 2011). QDMN quantifies the extent to which the DMN is strongly internally connected with itself and weakly externally connected to other resting-state networks. Simply put, QDMN reflects the cohesiveness of the DMN. Prior work has used network-specific modularity to characterize how brain networks develop over the lifespan and to predict behaviors (Baum et al., 2017; Betzel et al., 2014; Xia et al., 2018). Replicating past work showing weaker DMN connectivity with age, OA (M = 0.08, SD = 0.02) had lower DMN modularity versus YA (M = 0.09, SD = 0.01), t(73) = 2.56, p = .01, d = .59, 95% CI [.13, 1.05] (see Fig. 1). However, DMN modularity did not predict theory of mind performance across all participants, r(73) = .06, p = .62; or separately by age group: YA, r(38) = .08, p = .65; OA, r(33) = .07, p = .70.

**Hypothesis 1B. Connectivity of a task-defined theory of mind network mediates age differences in theory of mind.** We also tested the possibility that the network-level connectivity of the task-defined theory of mind network demonstrated age differences related to theory of mind. Therefore, we calculated the modularity of the theory of mind network (QTMN) using the same procedure as for the DMN. We found that OA (M = .011, SD = .002) had significantly lower modularity of the theory of mind network compared to YA (M = .012, SD = .002), t(73) = 2.65, p = .01, d = .60, 95% CI [.14, 1.06] (see Fig. 2); but modularity of this network did not predict theory of mind behavioral performance across all participants, r(73) = .10, p = .40; or separately by age group: YA, r(38) = −.06, p = .70; OA, r(33) = 15, p = .40.

**Hypothesis 1C. Support for Hypothesis 1C: Edgewise connectivity mediates age differences in theory of mind.** We next examined...
whether intrinsic connectivity of specific edges associated with theory of mind related to age differences in theory of mind. To identify nodes comprising these edges, we defined the main effect by the theory of mind contrast [false belief > false photo] collapsed across age (see Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). Eight regions emerged—all within the DMN, as expected (see Fig. 3A). For each participant, we extracted the correlation coefficients between each pair of these nodes (i.e., edge-wise connectivity) and compared these values between YA and OA, using a Bonferroni-corrected p-value of .0014. Two edges within the DMN were significantly weaker in OA than YA (Figs. 3B and 4): (1) rTPJ with rTP, t(73) = 3.30, $p = .0009, d = .76, 95\% \text{ CI} [.29, 1.23]$; and (2) mPFC with right superior frontal gyrus (rSFG), t(73) = 3.27, $p = .0006, d = .76, 95\% \text{ CI} [.29, 1.28]$. No edges were significantly stronger in OA versus YA.

Next, we used linear regression analysis to determine whether the connectivity of either or both edges predicted theory of mind. Both edges were simultaneously included in the model. $Q_{DMN}$ was not included because it, by definition, included both edges and also did not correlate with theory of mind (see above). The overall model was significant and accounted for 9% of the variance in theory of mind, $F(2,74) = 3.52, p = .04$. Stronger rTPJ-rTP connectivity predicted better theory of mind ($\beta = .27, p = .02, 95\% \text{ CI} [0.03, 0.38]$; see Fig. 5A), but mPFC-rSFG connectivity was non-significant ($\beta = .09, p = .47, 95\% \text{ CI} [-0.10, 0.21]$). One OA participant's edgewise connectivity between mPFC-rSFG was identified as a potential outlier ($r = -0.32$). Excluding this participant did not change the results—OA had weaker mPFC-rSFG connectivity than YA ($M_{OA} = 0.56, SD = 0.15; M_{YA} = 0.67, SD = 0.14$; t(72) = 3.21, $p = .0011, d = 0.76, 95\% \text{ CI} [0.29, 1.23]$). Additionally, the mPFC-rSFG edge, included simultaneously with the rTPJ-rTP edge, did not predict theory of mind when excluding this potential outlier, $\beta = 0.02, p = .87, 95\% \text{ CI} [-0.18, 0.22]$.

The data suggest intrinsic rTPJ-rTP connectivity is weaker in OA versus YA and positively predicts theory of mind. To test if a relationship between age group and theory of mind could be explained, at least in part, by the intrinsic connectivity of the edge (Hypothesis 3b), we conducted a mediational analysis using PROCESS for SPSS (Hayes, 2013) with 10,000 bootstrap samples for bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals (for a depiction of the model, see Fig. 5B). There are strong limitations of using mediational analysis in cross-sectional data to make causal claims about the effect of aging (Raz and Lindenberger, 2011). However, mediation can still be useful to inform whether one variable may explain the relationship between two others without assumptions of time or causality (Salhouse, 2011). Thus, we use mediation in the current work to examine the extent to which intrinsic connectivity may be responsible for age differences in theory of mind. The following coefficients are unstandardized. Age did not directly predict theory of mind performance, $b = -0.03, SE = 0.03, p = .33, 95\% \text{ CI} [-0.09, 0.03]$; however, a significant direct effect is not required to test an indirect path (see Hayes, 2009; Shrout and Bolger, 2002). Indeed, age (YA = 0, and OA = 1) negatively predicted rTPJ-rTPJ connectivity, $b = -0.12, SE = 0.04, p = .002, 95\% \text{ CI} [-0.19, -0.05]$, and rTPJ-rTP edgewise connectivity positively predicted theory of mind, $b = .18, SE = 0.09, p = .05, 95\% \text{ CI} [0.003, 0.37]$. Critically, the indirect effect of rTPJ-rTP connectivity was significant, $b = -0.02, SE = 0.01, 95\% \text{ CI} [-0.05, -0.004]$.

To rule out the possibility that the rTPJ-rTP edge more broadly mediated age differences in behavior, and not just in theory of mind, we tested whether the intrinsic connectivity between rTPJ-rTP mediated age differences in a measure of executive function (short operation span task—partial score; Oswald et al., 2015). Executive function was a relevant behavior for this analysis given that prior work indicates that the impact of age on theory of mind may depend on executive function among OA (Moran, 2013). OA ($M = 18.49, SD = 8.15$) had poorer executive function compared to YA ($M = 25.28, SD = 4.78$), t(73) = 4.46, $p < .001, d = 1.02, 95\% \text{ CI} [0.55, 1.51]$. However, rTPJ-rTP intrinsic connectivity

![Fig. 1. Modularity (Q) of the DMN by age group. Gray bars represent ± 1 standard error from the mean (black bar).](image1)

![Fig. 2. Modularity (Q) of the task-defined theory of mind network by age group. Gray bars represent ± 1 standard error from the mean (black bar).](image2)
did not mediate age differences in executive function ($b = -0.78$, $SE = 0.70$, 95% CI [-2.21, 0.58]). Thus, rTPJ-rTP intrinsic connectivity does not broadly explain age differences in behavior.

3. Discussion

The current study showed that the extent of intrinsic functional connectivity within the DMN contributes to age differences in theory of mind. Specifically, OAs’ weaker connectivity between rTPJ and rTP, a specific edge within the DMN, predicted theory of mind. Although we identified weaker intrinsic network-level connectivity in OA, these overall differences did not relate to theory of mind. Thus, the current data suggest that age differences in theory of mind may arise, at least in part, from weakening in the underlying baseline connectivity of brain regions implicated in theory of mind.

A key strength of the current work is that we examined how age-related weakening of intrinsic connectivity of the DMN at multiple levels affected theory of mind. Prior work has demonstrated that aging is associated with weaker intrinsic DMN connectivity (e.g., Damoiseaux et al., 2008) and weaker intrinsic connectivity of specific components of the DMN (e.g., Campbell et al., 2013). However, this work critically connects these differences to declines in theory of mind associated with
age. The novel approach of defining a specific network by the theory of mind localizer – in which all nodes overlapped with the DMN – allowed us to demonstrate that more localized connectivity within the DMN related to age differences in theory of mind, whereas more global connectivity within the DMN did not. Taken together, these findings suggest that intrinsic connectivity, rather than task-evoked activation alone, underlies age differences in theory of mind. Future work should disentangle the relationship between intrinsic connectivity and task-evoked neural activations and if these mechanisms have separable contributions to age differences in theory of mind. While outside the scope of the current paper, another important consideration is that networks other than the DMN may be relevant to other social cognitive behaviors. We had chosen to focus on the DMN given its common neural basis with theory of mind task activations, but weaker intrinsic connectivity among OA is evident within multiple other resting-state networks, as are changes in the connectivity between networks (Betz et al., 2014; Damoiseaux, 2017).

Although the DMN and specific theory of mind network within the DMN exhibited weaker connectivity in OA, particular edges were especially affected (consistent with other work; Campbell et al., 2013). Among the eight regions identified by the theory of mind localizer, two edges (rTPJ-rTP, mPFC-rSFG) demonstrated significant age differences. These findings converge with prior work on subsystems of the DMN that differentiated the functional roles of a subsystem including TPJ and TP from a ‘core’ subsystem that included mPFC (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010). While the former appears to activate largely when making mental state inferences about others, the latter is often implicated in self-referential thought (e.g., recalling autobiographical memories; Andrews-Hanna et al., 2014). In fact, only rTPJ-rTP connectivity predicted age differences in theory of mind. RTPJ engagement plays a fundamental (Saxe and Wexler, 2005) and causal (Young et al., 2010) role in enabling theory of mind. And, importantly, OA engage rTPJ less than YA during theory of mind (Cassidy, Hughes, & Krendl, under review).

Given its critical role in theory of mind and its lesser engagement with age, it is, perhaps, not surprising that edgewise connectivity from rTPJ was related to age differences in theory of mind in the current work. Recent work has debated whether the rTPJ has a task-dependent, joint or separable role in theory of mind or cognitive processes involved with paying attention to contextual information (Krall et al., 2016; Lavio et al., 2016; Schuwerk et al., 2017). In our work, we found that rTPJ-rTP connectivity during resting-state – which is task-unconstrained – predicted theory of mind performance, but not executive function (a measure of general cognitive function that includes attentional control). However, it is important to note that our rTPJ-edgewise connectivity finding could have been driven, at least in part, by the fact that our network analysis was constrained by the theory of mind localizer. An examination of the intrinsic connectivity of the rTPJ outside of the task-defined theory of mind network (e.g., with networks involved in attentional control; Schuwerk et al., 2017) may inform the role of the rTPJ in broader cognitive processes. Nevertheless, the fact that our results show that the edgewise connectivity between rTPJ and rTP mediated the effect of age on theory of mind performance importantly demonstrates that dysregulation in intrinsic connectivity is associated with age-related deficits in social cognition. That the behaviorally-relevant edge was between rTPJ and rTP is consistent with the TP’s role in theory of mind (Molenberghs et al., 2016) and accessing social knowledge more broadly (Olson et al., 2013). Interestingly, TP engagement improves OAs’ ability to recognize faces (Ross et al., 2013), raising the possibility that modulating neural connections with TP improves aspects of OAs’ social behavior, and specifically, how they remember others. Speculatively, stronger rTPJ-rTPJ edgewise connectivity may allow them to access social knowledge in order to more efficiently process, understand, and remember others’ mental states. Future work should assess these intriguing possibilities.

Although mPFC-rSFG connectivity was weaker with age, it did not relate to theory of mind performance. Prior work (Moran et al., 2012) showed less mPFC activity among OA versus YA during the same theory of mind localizer used here. However, that work did not show if or how the extent of mPFC activity corresponded to task behavior. Other work using a connectivity-based approach among healthy adults; however, found that individuals who had more spontaneous thoughts about theory of mind during a resting-state scan had stronger intrinsic connectivity among frontal lobe regions including mPFC and rSFG (Marchetti et al., 2015). Because we used a task-based measure of theory of mind performance (i.e., deliberate engagement) to relate to intrinsic connectivity, a more specific interpretation of our findings may thus be that age differences in the intrinsic connectivity between mPFC-rSFG are unrelated to deliberate theory of mind, but that mPFC-rSFG connectivity may have a relationship with spontaneous theory of mind – consistent with the subsystems interpretation above (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2014). Because mPFC supports, but is not be essential to, theory of mind (Otto et al., 2015), these possibilities may provide important nuances for understanding age differences in theory of mind and related social cognitive behaviors.

A limitation of this work is that, although yielding an effect size comparable to that of prior work (Moran et al., 2012), OA were not significantly impaired on theory of mind compared to YA. However, consistent with prior work (Moran et al., 2012; Moran, 2013), OA did have lower accuracy than YA in the false belief condition (which required theory of mind) but not the false photo trials (which did not require theory of mind). As such, age differences emerged as poorer performance in mental state inferences rather than OAs’ ability to make inferences more broadly. Stronger effects might be expected among cohorts of older adults who are lower functioning than the sample in the present study (Moran, 2013). Indeed, older adults who are willing and eligible to participate in fMRI studies of healthy aging are often relatively high functioning (i.e., able to attend several hours of lab testing, a score of 26 or higher on the MMSE – see Method) and are physically (e.g., no major neurological disease or complications) and socially active members of the community. Such maintained activity may constrain age-related decline on social tasks that are oft-used in everyday life, like theory of mind. Conversely, OA experiencing pathological aging demonstrate greater declines in theory of mind (Charles and Carstensen, 2010) and more severely decreased intrinsic functional connectivity in the DMN (Hafke-meijer et al., 2012). Our findings may provide initial evidence for a relationship between these specific changes and insight as to the mechanism by which some OA are more vulnerable than others to the pathological neurocognitive and social effects of aging (e.g., increased loneliness; Cacioppo et al., 2014).

Finally, it is important to note that while the current work has the critical benefit of measuring and linking task-evoked, resting-state, and behavioral data in the same participants, there are limitations to inferring age differences in a cross-sectional sample (Raz and Lindenberger, 2011; but see Salthouse, 2011). Relatedly, more reliable estimates of the relationship between intrinsic connectivity and age or behavior are derived from larger samples (Biswal et al., 2010; e.g., Betzel et al., 2014; Xia et al., 2018). It will thus be important for future work to expand on the foundational work provided by the current study using larger samples of participants. An exciting avenue for future research that may address these points is the development of large-scale neuroimaging datasets – such as the Cambridge Centre for Ageing Neuroscience project (http://www.cam-can.org/) and the Lifespan Human Connectome Project in Aging (bookheimer et al., 2019) – which can provide rich neural and behavioral data within larger and more diverse cross-sectional and longitudinal samples than might be typically feasible.

The current work makes significant methodological and theoretical contributions to the literature on aging and theory of mind. Methodologically, the intrinsic connectivity of brain regions elicited from task-based fMRI may be a rich source by which to gain an understanding of how aging impacts social cognition. Not all social cognitive abilities decline with age (Scheibe and Blanchard-Fields, 2009), just as not all...
connectivity – even within the DMN (Campbell et al., 2013) – is weaker in OA. It could be that edgewise connectivity preserved with age is central to eliciting age-equivalent social behaviors. Given the connection between mental state understanding and maintaining social relationships (Bailey et al., 2008; Frith and Frith, 2001), the present work has important implications for addressing age-specific concerns such as loneliness and its myriad negative outcomes (Adam et al., 2006; Cornwell and Waite, 2009; Luo et al., 2012). For example, our findings suggest that improving OAs’ theory of mind may require understanding how brain regions communicate beyond when the participant is actively engaged in a specific behavior. The findings of the current work broaden our understanding of aging and social cognition and reveal more specific mechanisms of how aging impacts theory of mind.
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